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Lecture No-      4                                                                                    Date: - 07th Aug 20 

TOPIC: - PLANT PHYSIOLOGY- Transpiration- III B 

(c) It has been suggested that in the dark co2 released In respiration is not used 

in photosynthesis but gets dissolved in guard cells forming carbonic acid 

(H2Co3). As a result sugar (Glucose-1-phosphate) is converted into starch. 

                                       When light falls on the leaves, photosynthesis starts in 

the mesophyll cells dissolved co2 is removed from the carbonic aid. As a result 

PH of guard cells increases and this favours conversion of starch into sugar. 

(d) Starch is insoluble and osmotically inactive but glucose-1-phosphate is 

soluble and osmotically active. Thus increase in amount of glucose-1- phosphate 

guard cells causes increase in its osmotic concentration and water from adjacent 

epidermal cells enters into it. Once the guard cells becomes turgid the stomata 

opens.   

Conversely, starch accumulation causes a fall in osmotic concentration cosmotic 

pressure of the guard cells which lose water and become flaccid. Stomata thus 

close now. 

However Steward (1964) has modified this scheme in a little different way. 

3. Malate theory :- it is otherwise also known as proton transport theory of 

active k+ transport mechanism and was proposed by Leritt (1974). The theory 

assumes as :- 

(a) In presence of light Malic acid is produced in the guard cells from stored 

starch via respiratory pathway. 

(b) Malic acid being a weak acid dissociates into malate ions and hydrogen   
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(H+) ions, H+ ions are exchanged for K+ ions from outside. 

© Accumulation of K+ ions in guard cells causes an increase in their osmotic 

pressure. This causes endosmosis and increase in turgidity of guard cells. 

Stomata consequently open. 

d)  In the dark k+ and H+ exchanges operates back. i.e. H+ enters the guard cells 

and k+ ions are released now malate and H+ ions re-associates to form malic acid 

which is used up in the respiratory pathway. This causes decreased in O.P of 

guard cells turgidity of guard cell is lost and stomata close down.  

  

 


